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What is ATS?  

- ATS™ is an automatic process that searches all records related to a real estate transaction 

to establish that a property has clear title before a transaction can take place.  

- The Title Search is automatic, so processing begins immediately following receipt of the 

request and it completes in minutes. 

- ATS offers searchers and examiners a Web-based automated search tool with many 

benefits including: 

o The ability to link images. 

o A one-stop shop for running multiple searches all in the same platform from 

various public and private databases. 

o Access to prior files to allow the searcher to quickly pull in exceptions and 

requirements from previous works. 

o A generated Title Search Report (TSR). 

o Rules-based search analysis technology to obtain needed results. 

- Using Advanced Title Search, you can improve your search and examination efficiency. 

This web-based search management application provides an automated and efficient title 

search process that enables the searcher/examiner to complete all steps, from searching to 

the completed Title Search Report in a timely manner.  

The Overall ATS Process 

Search 

The search process begins using the data provided from the order. This would include Property 

Address, Legal Description, Property Owner, and Property Buyer.   

a. ATS will always begin the search with the APN/PIN if that was provided in the 

orders. If this was not provided, ATS will use the address to locate the property.  

b. Based on the state/county ATS will search the various data sources that have been 

set to run in Automatic.  

c. These sites could include Assessor, County Tax, County Recorder, Register 

Office and many others. These are all set by state and county.  

d. Most ATS communities have a Title Plant or another data source as well. These 

could include Title Search, Data Trace, ATID’s etc. These are all independent of 

ATS and are separate data sources used by ATS, but ATS does not maintain these 

sources.  

Filter 

During the search process certain information is extracted from AO, TR and other sites to build 

the chain of title. During this time, various filters are applied to help streamline the process and 

provide the most relevant information.  
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Validate 

Before completely relying on this data, it should be independently verified and validated. This 

data is sometimes entered poorly, processed incorrectly and is generally not free from defect. 

Each county provides the data in distinctively different formats, which are aggregated, 

consolidated and standardized into a user-friendly title search report according to the property 

profile. Property profiles contain the subject information such as year built, square footage, 

ownership, and other essential data for residential, commercial, industrial, farm, land, and mobile 

homes. 

Getting Started 

- ATS is a web based program. The recommended web browser for ATS is Mozilla 

Firefox. Internet Explorer and Chrome are supported as well; however, Firefox provides 

the most user friendly experience. 

o If your PC is not set up with Firefox you will find instructions at the end of this 

guide for installing and setting up Firefox for use with ATS. If you have any 

difficulties installing and setting up please contact ATS Support and they will be 

happy to assist you.  

- The correct URL to use is: http://ats.advantagetitlesearch.com 

o No other URLs should be used.   

o This URL serves as a load balancer that helps to ensure ATS is as fast as possible.   

o Ensure that if you have bookmarked a different URL, instead use this URL.  

Log-in Page 

Below is the log-in page for ATS 

 

Enter the Username and password you were provided. Please note that both of these fields are 

case sensitive. Press Login and you will be automatically directed into the ATS community 

where you will search for your files.  

http://ats.advantagetitlesearch.com/
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Also on the Dashboard you will find a link called My Profile. This is where you will change your 

ATS password from the default password you were assigned. In addition there a several settings 

that you have the ability to change to customize ATS.  

 

My Profile 

Click on the My Profile link. A new window will open.  

 

This window will display the information that was used to set up your account in ATS.  

To change your password from the default password place your cursor over Edit. A dropdown 

will appear. Click on Change Password to continue.  

The Change Password window will open. The new password must be different from the last one. 

The password will have to be at least 6 characters, contains at least one capital case letter and at 

least one digit. 

Enter your new password in the New Password field and again in the Confirm Password field.  

Click the Apply button located to the right side of the window.  
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For most users there is no need to change any of these settings. Keep in mind that changing 

any settings here will have an impact on the ATS Dashboard when you search for files.  

The user has the ability to change select settings in ATS in order to customize certain views. To 

view and make changes to these, Click the My Profile link from the dashboard and choose Edit 

and My ATS. 

The My ATS page is divided into four sections: Dashboard settings, Search Page settings, TSRI 

settings, and Other settings. We will look at each section. 

Dashboard settings can be used to display Defaults for State, County, Abstractor, Agency, Agent, 

Status, as well as sorting and intervals. Once you have made your changes, press the Apply 

button located in the upper right side of the My ATS window to save. 
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Search page setting can be used to limit your dashboard results to a default state, county or 

Agent. 

 

TSRI Setting is the most commonly used section in the My ATS area. In the screen shot below 

you will find the most commonly used settings for this section.  

 

Coloring: This setting is either On or Off.  If set to On, the items contained in the TSR Index 

(TSRI) will be color coded by Instrument type. Some of the most common colors are Transfer 

type documents are highlighted in light blue, Mortgages and their references in yellow, Liens and 

Court documents and their references in pink, Divorce and Divorce Decree (2 subcategories from 

Court) in dark pink and Lis Pendens in green. 

Sort by will allow the user to sort the results on the TSRI by the following:  

 

The most commonly used is Instrument.  

Rows per Page: The default setting for this is 150. It is recommended that this be changed to 300. 

Changing this to 300 will allow all results to be displayed as a single page TSRI. Leaving at 150 

may cause you to have a two page TSRI. 

The screen shot below shows the most commonly used settings for the Case and Format settings: 
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Any of these can be changed to suit your needs. For the case settings the following options are 

available: 

 

For the Name format the following are available: 

 

One important thing to note in regards to the Case and Format in the My ATS user settings is 

that the Agent settings will override any of the Case and Format settings you may have. 

Other Settings: 

Below are the default settings for this section. It is recommended that these settings be left in the 

default state as shown: 

 

Home Page and Dashboard  

Once you log into ATS, you will be directed to the ATS community in which your ATS account 

was set up.  
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To the top right of the Dashboard, are the following icons:     

Going from left to right the icons are: 

1. Home- clicking this will open another browser window with the ATS dashboard. 

2. Print- this will print the current page to your default printer. 

3. Email- this will email the page you are on to ATS Support. 

4. Help- this will activate the online help for ATS. 

5. Go Back- this will take you page to the previous page. 

Located in the upper right corner above the icons are:  

New Search Page will open a new search page window. My Profile will take you to the 

My Profile page in ATS and Log Out will log you out of ATS and should be used each 

time you wish to exit ATS. 

 

Choosing a File 

From the dashboard you are able to search for files that have been assigned to you. You are also 

able to filter by a particular State, County, Abstractor, Agency, or Agent. You can also search for 

files with a particular status if desired. The default for Status is N or T and not K or E. 

The status fields are defined below: 

 

By default the dashboard will display searches in N and T statuses from the last 30 days, in 

descending order; however, any status may be displayed by changing the status selection. 

The Date Type field has the following selections: 

 Order & TSR (all searches ordered or having TSR done in the selected time interval). 

 Order date (all searches ordered in the selected time interval). 

 TSR date (all searches having TS done date in the selected time interval. 

Below is a screen shot of the dashboard as you would find it when you log into ATS. 
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Please note in the above screen shot you see three files that show with a pink background and 

show as “searching” in the TSR File ID field. Also note the link is showing in red. This is telling 

you that the automatic search is still in progress on these files. You should not attempt to open 

any file that is in this state.  

The files below the three with the pink background have completed the automatic search and can 

be worked.  

Also please note that in the heading columns of the dashboard, you have the ability to sort. 

Dashboard can be sorted by:  

 Abstractor last name or 

 Agent last name or 

 Owner (primary owner of the property, i.e. the first listed owner) last names or 

 TS Order date (the date when the order was sent to ATS) or 

 TS Done date (the date when the search was completed, i.e. Title Search Report created. 

 Note dates. 

 

By clicking on any of the headers that are shown above, the dashboard can be sorted.  

At the end of each file there are three letters. These are O, S and T  

This is the Logs column:  O - Search Order   S - Search Log   T - TSRI    

 “O – Search Order” 

Each of these is a clickable link that will open a new window. Clicking the O will open Order 

window as seen below: 
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Anything showing in red was found new or changed during the automatic search. More detail on 

this page will be provided in the Search Page section later in this guide.  

Note: In the upper right hand corner there is an icon that appears as a piece of paper with the 

right hand corner folded.  

Clicking on this icon from the search page will show you a new window with the order as it was 

received from Orders Gateway. 

 

This original order information can be used by the searcher to see what was received by ATS. 

 “S – Search Log” 

The S link on the dashboard is used to open the Search log for the file. The search log will be 

explained in more detail later in this guide under the chapter Search Log. 
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 “T – TSRI” 

The last letter available here is T. Clicking this link will open a new window showing the T-Log 

or TSRI file. More details of the TSRI will be provided later in this guide. 

Finding your file  

To find the file you wish to work in ATS enter the file number in the field shown below. 

 

Once you have entered the file number, place your cursor over the Find to the right of the field 

and choose TSR File ID. 

 

ATS will return the results as seen below: 

 

NOTE: If the "All hist" check-box is selected, ATS will search the entire files data base. All 

statuses meeting the search criteria will be displayed including completed files, Update files, and 

files for other agents that have used this file number. 

There are several other ways to search for a file in ATS. Using the file number is the preferred 

method, but there may be times where results are not returned. This could be due the file number 

being changed in Orders Gateway after the file has been sent to ATS. 
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Other methods are: 

Prop Address - Enter street number SPACE street name', or a part of it, can be used as search 

criteria. For example "123", "23 MAIN", "MAIN", "AIN" will all match "123 E MAIN AVE". 

Owners - Owners - 'first name SPACE last name', or a part of it, can be used as search criteria. 

For example "JACK", "ACK", "CK NICHOLSON", "NICHOL" will all match "JACK M 

NICHOLSON". 

Legal Description - Subdivision name SPACE Lot SPACE <lot#> SPACE Block SPACE 

<blk#> SPACE Section SPACE <sec#> SPACE Phase SPACE <ph#> or a part of it, can be used 

as search criteria. For example Meadows Lot 1-2 is a valid input. So is "Block 6 Phase 3". 

APN - any part of Parcel ID. 

Search ID - Do not use. 

Source ID - This number is obtained from the Orders Gateway. To obtain this number find the 

file in Orders Gateway. From the Orders page in Orders Gateway look for the following: 

 

In the Transaction Details section there is a field called Identifier.  Behind this is a unique 

number. Highlight and copy this number and letter combination after the word “Identifier.” 

Once you have copied this number from Orders Gateway, paste into the field in ATS and choose 

“Source ID” from “Find.” 

To the right of the Find in ATS is Orders. There are two choices under Orders, Unlock and 

Close. These should not be used unless instructed by your manager. To use this, you will need to 

have certain rights assigned to you in ATS. 

Also available on the dashboard you will find the Status column. Below are the codes that you 

may see in this column. 
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Status: A - Archived   B - Base   C - Confirmed   D - Due   E - rEview   F - FVS   I - Invoiced   

K - Closed   L - cLone   N - New search   O - Old   P - Paid   R - Reopen   T - TSRI available 

 When a File Cannot Be Found 

If none of the above search methods above return a file that should be in ATS, contact Orders 

Gateway Support at OGsupport@propertyinfo.com and tell them that you are not able to locate 

the file in ATS. Provide the file number you are searching for in your email. Since all orders 

come from Orders Gateway to ATS, they will be able to assist you in getting the order sent to 

ATS. This is not an issue that ATS Support will be able to assist with. 

 When a Completed File is Re-Opened 

If you re-open a completed file for ANY reason, you MUST create the TSR again. When 

reopening the file you will receive a pop up message stating to create the TSR again when you 

are done in that file. Failure to do so will cause any updates the agent may order to not come 

over to ATS from Orders Gateway, delaying the process. Any file that is reopened and does not 

have the TSR created will be reported to the manager of the user who reopened the file. 

Search Page 

After locating your file in ATS, place your cursor over the blue link and choose Open to open the 

file. 

 

A new window will open and you will be presented with the search page as shown below: 
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Following Initiate Search you will find the State and County the search was run in. In the above, 

this is Florida and Hillsborough County. 

Following that information is the File ID, in this case blainetraintest, followed by the SearchID 

which is a unique number generated by the system. 

You will also find the Status of the file to the left of Transaction Type, in this case TDO, which 

tells us the TSRI is available as well as Due and Old. (TDO) 

The transaction type that the file was ordered under will be displayed in the “Transaction Type” 

field. In this example the type is Sale. There are several transaction types available, for example 

Foreclosure, Builder Sale, Refinance, Update etc. The user has the ability to change this field if 

the wrong Transaction type was ordered. 

Also in the section you will find the “Search from – Search to” date range. In our example, the 

search was from 9/12/1968 to 9/12/2013. This setting is customized in ATS by state and county. 

 Data Sources 

 Radio Buttons: 

Next are the data sources that are set for each state and county. The screen shot below shows the 

data sources for Hillsborough County in FL. 
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Some of the items appear in bold and others are not. The data sources in bold are the sources that 

are run during the automatic search. 

Placing your cursor over the radio button to the right of each data source will tell you if that 

source is enabled in automatic, a short description of that source, and if the source is available 

for parent site searching. 

   

Based on the state and county, you will find various data sources available. These are set up 

when the ATS community is implemented. New sites can be added by ATS Dev. 

To the right of the parent site you will find “Search,” “Go To,” “Save” and “Done.” 

Search:        

Placing your cursor over Search will show a list of three options. These are Automatic, 

DataSource, and DateDown. 

“Automatic”: This will search all available data sources that are set to run in Automatic.

    

“DataSource”:   Choosing DataSource from the Search dropdown will search only the data 

source selected.  Above, only NB is selected, which will be the only data source searched. 

“DateDown”:    Date down can be run directly from Dashboard or from Search page. Each order 

from Dashboard contains a Date down option. ATS will run a search between the Certification 

Date (which is the date until the documents already in TSRI are certified, also named Effective 

End Date) and the present date. If new docs are found in the required time interval they will be 

added to TSRI and AO and tax documents will be added (rewriting the old ones, if necessary). 

Patriots on the current names will be added. 

Go To: 
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There are three options available under “Go To.” 

The first is “Parent Site.” Choosing this option will take you to the parent site search form. 

When choosing Parent Site from the Go To option in ATS the following window will open: 

 

Information is carried over from the search page and it can be changed.  Once the Submit button 

is pressed a pop up will appear: 

 

When this message is displayed and the data source is being searched, ATS is in a locked state. 

Below is a screen shot of the results that were returned from the search: 
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In the example above, in the far left column it shows that all of the results of this search are 

already saved to the TSRI.  Note the word Saved in that field. If you attempt to Save a document 

that is already saved to the TSRI by clicking the Save document button you will receive the 

following message: 

 

Press OK to continue. This will return you the search results. Located in the bottom left of the 

search results screen are the buttons Back, Back to Parent Site and Continue. Back and Back to 

Parent Site will take you back to the search page of the parent site you were searching. Continue 

will take you to the TSRI for the file that you are in. 

If you wish to return to the search page for your file, at the upper right hand side of the page use 

“Go To.” Under “Go To,” Choose “Search Page.” 

Choosing the “TSRI” from the Go To menu will take you to the TSRI. 

Choosing “Document Server” will take you to the document server for the data source that you 

have selected. Please note that this function is not available for all data source. 

For example, selecting the data source of TR in the example file being used takes you to the 

Hillsborough County Tax Collector site. This is the same site that ATS is searching and pulling 

data from during the search. This site will open in a new browser window. 
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Discrepancies in an ATS Search Page 

 

In the example, there are several items that appear in red text.  ATS is showing you items that 

were added or changed during the process. 

Below is the order as it came into ATS. To view the original order click the  from the 

search page. 

 

Comparing the two, Circle was changed to Creek and the zip code was changed from 33624 to 

33624-5402. Information was also added to the Legal Description. 

If additional names are found during the search these are added as well. 
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If a names or names were not searched in automatic they will show with a pink background as 

seen below. It is up to the examiner to determine if these names need to be searched manually. 

 

It is up to the examiner to determine the correct party name and check or un-check names as 

needed. The examiner must clean up the search page in regards to the address, name, and legal 

information as this can carry over to the report. Once all necessary changes have been made the 

examiner should do a Save/Locked and continue. 

If the customer entered any additional information when the order was place this will appear in 

the Additional Information field as seen below: 

 

TSRI 

We will now move on the TSRI. Choose “Go To” and “TSRI.” 

The TSRI is a comprehensive presentation of all documents found in the search. It is an Abstract 

which can be further processed by enriching the search or by editing the found documents. 

Even if no search has been performed, an empty index is presented to the user. This feature 

might be useful because it can be used as a Title Search Report editor. 
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The "Go To" button (in Search page and TSRI) allows the user to navigate between Search 

page, Parent sites, and TSRI (and Document Server). 

 

The "Upload" button enables the user to manually upload documents to TSRI. The user selects 

the document category in which the uploaded document will be placed. 

 

The "Go Back" can be used for name search, looking for documents related to previous owners. 

 

      Save options    

    • The "Save → Locked" button (either in the Search or TSRI pages) can be used to save work 

done but unfinished due to reasons (like instruments that will be received at a later time). The 

search can be restored at a later time by the same Abstractor from the Dashboard section. 

    • The "Save → Unlocked" button (in Search Page and TSRI page) can be used to save the 

work done and unlock the search. After the button is pressed, the user cannot use the search 

anymore.  The window will automatically close and the Dashboard will refresh. From Dashboard 

this search can be picked up by any other user. 

    • The "Save → Starter" button (in Search Page and TSRI page) saves the current search as 

starter file, allowing for future merging searches with a starter file when this is appropriate. 

If the answer is positive, a clone of the search will be saved (FileId prefixed with STR) as Starter 

Files and the searcher can continue this search as a regular search. If the answer is negative, no 

action is taken and the searcher can continue this search. 

    • The "Save → rEview" button (in Search Page and TSRI page) is used when the searcher 

and reviewer are different persons. Pushing it will save the search Unlocked, in status E (actually 

TDE), flagging that it is ready for rEview. The reviewer can take it for further processing. After 

the TSR is created, the status will turn to D. 

 

      Edit   

  
Edit - a new menu entry in TSRI with two options: Copy and Paste to provide the possibility to 

easily reuse a prior work to complete a new search order. It is identical to Copy from Dashboard.  

Copy/Paste provides the possibility to copy the content of a prior search and paste it into an 

open/current search. The TSRI documents and .ats templates will be merged into the current 
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search. The TSRI will essentially be copied from one file to another. 

             Done 

 

The "Done" button is used when the user finished working with the current search.   

  
    • "Done → Create TSR w/i" - used when all the editing was finished and the final report 

(TSR) is needed. 

    • "Done → Create TSR w/oi" – Same as above but the TSR will not include the Invoice first 

page. ATS is no longer used for Invoicing so either option will work.  

    • "Done → New Search" - the current search has not been completed, the TSR has not been 

created yet, but the abstractor wants to begin a new search. Do not use this option. 

    • "Done → Cancel TSRI" button is used to erase the documents that were already picked up 

in TSRI and to erase the Search Log also. The information in the Search page will be erased only 

if "Done → Clear Form" is used. A canceled search will remain in TD (TSRI Available/Due) 

search and the Cancel operation will be displayed in the Search Log (the Log will not be erased). 

   

Documents index table  
The 2 numbers above the documents index -Title Search Report (found N1/N2 documents) 

represent N1 the total number of documents and N2 the total number of selected documents. 

Each number is a link leading to the display of all found documents and all selected documents, 

respectively.  

Effective Start Date displays the data/image start date of the data sources, per state/county. This 

value is added and changed per state/county by the Search Site administrators. If no value exists 

in Search Sites then the Effective Start Date will display an asterisk (*). 

The functionality of Effective Start Date is this:  

1. Initially it must be entered in ATS for each data source and updated any time the Data 

Provider announces changes in the depth of data they post. 

2. It will not affect the search start date which will always be the official start date regulated by 

legislation in each county, which is per community/state/county. 

3. The effective start date is calculated as the earliest date when data sources activated for each 

community provide reliable data, as entered in ATS. It covers situations when multiple RO like 

data sources are used and different communities use different data sources for the same county. 

4. The value obtained as described above, will be shown in TSRI and can be edited to reflect the 

"actual" start date after the searcher supplemented the search using other data sources, manual 

upload, etc. 

5. The effective start date obtained as above will be provided in <#effectiveStartDate/#> and can 
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be placed in TSR/templates. 

Effective End Date (Certification Date) displays the date until the documents from TSRI are 

certified.  

Start View Date and End View Date allow easy visualization of the documents recorded within 

a time interval (which is user editable). Each of the dates opens a calendar, where the user can 

select the desired dates. Also dates can be directly filled in their text boxes. By default, the dates 

have the same values as the Start and End dates of automatic search (which can be viewed / 

edited in the Search Page).  

 

This time view restriction does not take into account fake documents without a date, Plats, 

Restrictions, and Easements, Master deeds or cross-references of documents whose recorded 

date lies within the set time interval.  

          “Checking” Documents 

On the left side of each row a check box is available.  

When the user clicks on TSD Policy document or on "Done → Create TSR" button; only the 

checked items are taken into account.  

There is also the possibility to insert documents in TSR without their image. This way they will 

appear in the chain of events but will not have the image included. This can be accomplished by 

deselecting the corresponding    next to the check box from the left side. The user must pay 

attention that the desired documents remain with the check box selected in order to be included 

in the TSR.  

 

          Document Types 

Every found document, no matter it is automatically retrieved from a site (Assessor, City tax, 

County tax, Register) or uploaded from the local computer, can be added to this page. It is also 
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mapped into the next document categories according to the document type: 

 SEARCH RESULTS, 

 OTHER-FILE, 

 ASSESSOR, 

 COUNTYTAX, 

 CITYTAX, 

 PLAT, 

 PATRIOTS, 

 PARCELMAP, 

 RECORDMAP, 

 TRACTMAP, 

 TRANSFER, 

 MASTERDEED, 

 MORTGAGE, 

 MODIFICATION, 

 SUBORDINATION, 

 SUBSTITUTION, 

 RELEASE, 

 ASSIGNMENT, 

 EASEMENT, 

 LEASE, 

 RESTRICTION, 

 LIEN, 

 BY-LAWS, 

 CCER, 

 COMPLAINT, 

 COURT, 

 APPOINTMENT, 

 CORPORATION, 

 AFFIDAVIT, 

 ASSUMPTION, 

 RQNOTICE, 

 MISCELLANEOUS 

Each document picked up from Register's Office and alike sites (Orbit, Data Trace, Red Vision) 

are also mapped into subcategories - each category contains one or more subcategories. 

 

In case of multiple matches on Assessor's office site the ATS™ shows up the "Partial Results 

Form". Here the user may view every link in the list and choose the right one, in order to 

continue the search process on the County Tax, City Tax, Register's Office site. On every one of 

the server types the user may reach a single match or a multiple match. In case of a multiple 
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match the user may choose what link to add to the list in the Index of Found Documents page 

and so on up to the end of the search process.  

          Legal Description 

The Abstractor can edit the Legal Description. Click on the Legal link next to DESCRIPTION 

and a resizable pop window will show up with the Legal Description in the window. Now the 

edited text will show in TSR and document Templates.  

 

Here are some hints on editing the Legal Description:  

      • On the word “Legal, the content of the Legal Description is filled in by automatic search 

[Legal], modified by OCR [Legal], by the abstractor [Legal], or by OCR and then by abstractor 

[Legal] (refresh to see the changes, i.e. by navigating between Search page and TSRI page or 

Parent sites). 

      • Click "Submit" after you edit Add/Edit Legal description content. 

      • After you start to edit the Legal, the changes in the Search page legal description fields 

(Subdivision name, lot#, etc.) will not have effect on the Legal Description content. 

                • There is no way to simply undo this operation, but once a legal has been edited, you            

                 can edit it again and then save in order to delete the previous modifications. 

      • If you have installed an OCR program on your desktop and use MS Office Document, you 

can "copy" text from a document image and "paste" it into the Add → Edit Legal Description 

window. The pasted text will not keep the formatted text features.       

      • In the bottom of the Edit Legal Description window appears hyperlinks for all OCRed 

documents from TSRI, so you can open the images in separate windows to see if OCR extracted 

the correct Legal from the image. 

      • The hot key F6 (jump to the next *) can be used in the Edit Legal Description window. 

          Vesting 
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Next to the Legal link there is a Vesting link, leading to a resizable window displaying the 

vesting information. The codes and edit ways are exactly the same as in the case of Legal.   

  

        Columns   

         Document Images 

Include documents and/or images column contains:  

for selecting / deselecting all documents or all images in the TSRI. The check box and the 

image are available for each document in TSRI (except Assessor and Tax documents). For 

documents without image, the  is not displayed. For documents with image available, the  

is displayed with an “Include image” message when hovering over it. 

          DS Column 

The DS column contains the Data Source (abbreviation) and Search Module Initials of each 

document in TSRI. When hovering over the data source a drop down menu will be displayed. 

The naming legend is shown below: 

 GI (GI Name Search) 

 GT (Grantor/Grantee Name Search) 

 AD (Address Search) 

 PN (PIN Search) 

 LD (Legal Description Search) 

 LS (Subdivided Legal Description Search) 

 LU (Unplatted Legal Description Search) 

 IN (Instrument/Document Number or B&P Search) 
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 IM (Image Search) 

 CS (Combined Search) 

For uploaded documents, DS column will contain the "UP" tag. For documents without image 

the DS abbreviations are on a grey background.  

 

When hovering over the DS column four different menus are displayed: one for documents 

without image, one for documents with image available but unchecked, one for documents with 

image available and checked, and one for documents with the image OCRed.  

 View image - view image of the current document. 

 Upload -the Upload form for the current document will be opened.  

 OCR image - OCRs the image of the new document. 

 Smart Viewer - the user can edit Items that were OCR-ed.  

 Bootstrap OCR info - OCR retains some useful information which can overwrite Legal 

Description, Vesting, or Owner's names and for condominiums retains 2 fields: Condo 

and Unit. 

 Delete image - deletes the image for the current document. 

 Delete document - irreversibly deletes the document from TSRI. 

 

 Unmark - available only for documents already Marked. Unmark a doc which has been 

previously marked if you change your mind about the operation being applied to it.  
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 Copy Link - copy the path of the image. This path can be pasted into the Legal, Vesting or 

AddInfo links. 

DS header contains the options:  

        

If a document has already been marked, it contains also the “Unmark” option: 

        

DS Column also contains “OCRed” if applicable. 

 

          Description Column 

The Description column contains:  

      1. Document type as listed in the document index (except TN state) or document subcategory 
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for all TN counties.  The document type is editable. The user can edit it to match what is in the 

document image and the new value will be captured by the doctype tag 

(%%$SERVER_DOCUMENT_TYPE$%) in templates. For TN State when a subcategory is 

changed in TSRIndex the new subcategory will be changed accordingly in Description column. 

If a template is opened and a change is made to document type/ document subcategory in TSRI, 

a refresh of the opened template should be done in order to see the changes. Similarly if 

document type is modified and the template has been already modified the new modification of 

document type is not reflected in templates. In this case the template should be reset. 

      2. A link to the corresponding document HTML index (opened in a resizable pop-up 

window). This link displays relevant data parsed from the corresponding document: Address and 

legal for Assessor and Tax documents, mortgage amount for mortgages, address and legal for 

Register documents, and a link with the image of the document. The document HTML index can 

pop out into another window.  When there is no parsed data from a document, “Title document” 

is displayed, with a suggestive prefix for documents picked up from special sites - Orbit, Courts, 

Pacer. Document index also reflects any changes performed in TSRI. 
 
         Date Column 

Date column contains, when possible, the Instrument date and the Recorded date. When there is 

a single date associated to a document, it is the Recorded date. For a missing date, a * is 

displayed.  

          Grantor Column 

 

Grantor column contains all the Grantors from the document index and all the Grantors found by 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR). If a name found by OCR contains a full middle name, but 

the document index contains just the middle initial, the complete name will be displayed in the 

Grantor column (for instance, if index contains John F Smith and OCR found John Phillip Smith, 

only John Phillip Smith will be added in the Grantor column). However, if the document index 

contains no middle name at all and OCR found such a name, both names will be displayed in the 

grantor column (for instance, if John Smith is contained in the document index and John Phillip 

Smith was found by OCR, both John Smith and John Phillip Smith will be displayed).  

 

Grantee column contains all Grantees from the document index and all Grantees found by OCR. 

Same rules apply as in the Grantor column. For mortgages, Grantee is divided into Grantee 

Lender and Grantee Trustee, and both can be edited. 

The maximum length for Grantor/Grantee fields is 300 characters. Names longer than 300 

characters are truncated and colored in red. 

          Type and Instrument Columns 

 

Type column contains document category and subcategory. 

 

Instrument column contains the instrument#, the book_page, document#, and the instrument 
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type (for Tennessee state).  

           Remarks Column 

 

Remarks column may contain:  

 Parsed plat and/or transfer book and pages for Assessor documents. 

 Due dates, base amount, amount due and delinquent amount for tax documents. 

 References instrument number or book and page for Register Office documents. Also the 

references picked up by OCR are displayed here. ATS displays at most 15 references for 

a document. If there are more than 10, they will not be picked up by automatic search 

using the cross-references module, to avoid picking up unnecessary documents.  

 Notes - by default each Note contains a *, which can be edited. Notes can contain any 

characters filled in by abstractors. 

 Code - if a Boiler Plate code is filled in, the tag corresponding to that code is displayed in 

the Policy documents. If the document already had a tag, the BP tag will replace it.  

 Edit references 
There is the possibility of adding references to any document in TSRI except Assessor 

and tax documents. The user should click on AddRef link, fill in the desired Instrument 

No and/or Document No. and/or Book_Page No and then Save. If a reference is filled in 

twice, a warning message is displayed: "Reference already exist".   

If more identifiers for the same reference are filled in, Instrument No. and Book_Page in 

parentheses will be displayed in the Remarks column.  

 

Any reference may be deleted, regardless if it was manually or automatically added - when 

clicking on the reference identifier, a red X is displayed. Clicking on this X will delete the 

reference. The delete is not reversible; add a new reference in the case of accidental deletion.   

 
 

Sorting and Coloring in the TSRI 

The documents are default grouped by category in the TSRI, Chain of events, and TSR. In order: 

Assessor, County Tax and City tax, Patriots Act, Plats, Easements, Restrictions and Master 

deeds, Transfers, Mortgages and their cross-references, Liens and Judgments, Miscellaneous and 

the rest of the existing categories.  

 

However, the sorting is customizable depending on the current user's TSRI settings in My ATS 

(Data Source, Date, Grantor, Grantee, Type or Instrument). Regardless of the settings in My 

http://ats05.advantagetitlesearch.com:9000/title-search/web-resources/help/helpfile_Abstractor.htm#DocCategory
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ATS, each user can rearrange the documents in TSRI by clicking on the column headers: DS, 

Date, Grantor, Grantee, Type or Instrument. Please note that such manual sorting only applies for 

the current search if that search is saved with the desired sorting.  

 

Within the TSRI listing the rows with Transfer type documents are highlighted in light blue, 

Mortgages and their references in yellow, Liens and Court documents and their references in 

pink, Divorce and Divorce Decree (2 subcategories from Court) in dark pink and Lis Pendens in 

green (unless different in My ATS settings).  

All the references from REMARKS column corresponding to each document (no matter what 

server: AO, NB, TR, RO) that were not found during an automatic search will be colored in red. 

Document Category Rules 

By default, full Release documents and their references are deselected in the TSRI, since they 

are not important for the title search. If the abstractor wants them checked, no other page must 

be visited before saving to the Title Search Document. So, if the abstractor checks some 

Released chapters and then leaves the page, when returning to TSR page, automatic validation 

will uncheck those chapters.  

In comparison, Partial Release documents and Release without Mortgage documents are 

checked in TSRI.  

 

The transfer document types that are highlighted within the Index of Documents page are the 

following: 

 TR, Transfer, WD, Warranty Deed, WD/TD, Warranty/Trust Combo, 

 GWD, General Warranty Deed, 

 TD, Trust Deed, Trustee Deed, Trustees Deed, Trustee's Deed, 

 STR, Sub Trustee Deed, Sub Trustees Deed, Sub Trustee's Deed, 

 STD, Substitute Trustee Deed, Substitute Trustees Deed, 

 Substitute Trustee's Deed, Special Warranty Deed, 

 QCD, QC, Quit-Claim, Quit Claim, Quit-Claim Deed, Quit Claim Deed, 

 MD, Mineral Deed, 

 ROW, Right of Way Deed, 

 SD, Sheriff Deed, Sheriffs Deed, Sheriff's Deed, 

 Correc, Correction, Correction Deed, 

 MD, Amended Trust Deed. 

Also, all Transfers having the owner as grantor and not as grantee also are automatically 

unchecked in TSRI. 

All documents retrieved from the site or uploaded from the local file folders are mapped into the 

document category of ATS™. 

Plat type documents are marked in Remarks as Book=<book #>; Page=<Page #>.  
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Document Number Limit in TSRI 

TSRI is limited to 500 docs. After this limit is reached, no docs can be added (neither from 

Automatic search, nor from Parent sites or Upload forms) and a warning message is displayed: 

"Maximum document count has been reached! No more documents will be saved to TSR." 

 

Uploading Documents in ATS 
 

There are times when it is necessary to upload documents into ATS. There are some important 

steps to keep in mind when doing so. 

All images are sent and stored on SSF (Stewart Starter Files). Doing this allows linking to be 

done as well as acting as a repository for images so they can be used in future and other files. 

With this being said, it is critical that uploaded documents are given unique numbers when they 

are uploaded. The images are indexed on SSF typically using Instrument number, Book/Page, 

City and State.  Do not use names such as xxx, 111, 1001 to upload. There have been many 

instances where the same naming convention is used over and over in either the same file, or 

used again in another file in the same county and state. When this is done, the first document 

uploaded as xxx is being overwritten by the second document, causing issues with the files. 

If the steps below are not followed, images/documents will be overwritten on SSF causing 

incorrect images to be sent out with the Title Search Report or the wrong image being linked. 

It is equally important that documents are uploaded using the correct Category and Sub-Category 

when possible.  This becomes important when searching SSF for the document to use in a new 

file. For example, if the user is uploading a Plat into ATS, the category of Plat should be used 

along with the appropriate sub-category. It is best practice to choose the correct Category and 

Sub Category at the time of upload rather than waiting to change this once the image/document 

has been uploaded to SSF. If the correct category and sub category are not used, you may 

experience issues with the document not pulling into the template correctly. 
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From the TSRI, place your cursor over the Upload heading located in the upper left of the TSRI 

and a drop-down menu will appear: 

 

From this menu choose the appropriate Category. In this example, we are using Court. 

A new window will open:  

Use the Browse button to choose the document you wish to upload.  Browse location of the 

document and select. Double-click your document to upload or single click and choose Open: 

 

In the above screen shot you can see that there is now a .tiff document. 
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The next step is to enter the Instrument number or Book/Page. This is a mandatory field. If the 

document being uploaded does not have this information it is critical that a unique number is 

created.  Below, I will show a document that has no unique number on it and create one. 

For this purpose, I am working in file number 299012, so I will use the file number, the dash, 

and the date I am uploading the document, 10102013: 

 

The following are acceptable in the Instrument number field: A-Z, 0-9, period and dash. 

Underscore or any other special character is not acceptable. 

The Recorded date is a mandatory field as well. If the document you are uploading does not have 

an official recorded date, use the current date. 

The following fields are not mandatory, but can be used if you have the information available: 

Instrument Date, Grantors, Grantees, Note and References. 

In the example, below is a completed upload page ready to be submitted. 

 

Once all the required information is entered, press the Submit button located in the lower left 

corner of the window. 
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Once Submit is pressed, ATS will upload the document and you will be returned to the TSRI 

page. You will see your uploaded document at this point. 

Below is the uploaded document as it appears on the TSRI. 

 

Unnecessary documents can be deleted from the TSRI - use the “Delete Document” option from 

DS column menu and push YES from confirming window. This operation can be undone by 

manually adding the same document from Parent site. 

Other TSRI Information  

The following information is located at the bottom of the TSRI. This is divided into three 

sections. 

Data Sources: 

 Show the data sources that were run for the search. 

 

Warnings: 

 A warning message will appear at the bottom of the TSRI page if the legal/land 

search was unable to be performed during the automatic search. 

 

 A new “Review Checklist” has been added to ATS.  The checklist will appear in the 

warnings section at the bottom/center of the page. 
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o All values will be unchecked by default. 

o The check boxes for “Verify LD” and “Verify Vesting Info” will be 

automatically checked if the “Legal” and “Vesting” items are viewed at the 

top of the TSRI Page. 

o All other values will need to be manually checked. 

o A time and date stamp will appear next to each value when they are checked, 

and an entry will be placed in the search log noting this activity. 

o If any values are left unchecked, a warning will appear on the screen when the 

user clicks Done/Create TSR.  Clicking “OK” will create the TSR and make a 

note in the search log that items were skipped. 

. 

Templates:  
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Parent Sites 

 

For a Title Search, ATS has to search each server by different criteria and filter every result. 

"Parent Sites" link allows you to make queries directly into parent sites. If you do not find the 

information you need via automatic search you can go to each specific site. You may save some 

of the found documents into the TSRI page. 

ATS provides the forms to directly search on Assessor's Office, County Tax, City Tax and 

Register Office, TS, DG, ATI or any other integrated site. The forms are integrated in the 

system. You may select the links to be added in the TSRI page from the Partial Results Form that 

shows up after every search on a parent site. One advantage of using ATS is that the sites are 

integrated, so the user does not have to remember the link or access data. Also, ATS allows 

multiple documents selection, so more documents can be added to the TSRI at once. 

 

After the desired information is completed in Parent Site, press the "Submit" button. An 

intermediate results page will be displayed, containing the selected documents. When the results 

page displays more documents, the user can select only the documents that they want to be 

included in TSRI and then push the Save button. There are 2 buttons for saving: 

 "Save selected document(s)" button - when pressed, the following message is 

displayed: Documents saved! - OK. Push OK and then save other documents if needed. 

The documents are saved without their cross-references in TSRI. 

 "SaveSelected Documents and Crossreferences" button - the documents are saved 

with their cross-references in TSRI. 

In case there are documents with the same book and page or instrument# but belonging to 

different classes (different document types), ATS allows all of them to be saved to TSRI, since 

they are considered different documents. 

http://ats05.advantagetitlesearch.com:9000/title-search/web-resources/help/helpfile_Abstractor.htm#TSRIndex
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Search Log 

The SearchLog enables the abstractor to see what happened in the automatic search; for example, 

the search criteria, the filters used, and the docs that were validated/ invalidated. 
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The Log file contains timestamps for all important operations.
1
 Using the search log will save 

you time and effort. You will see what was searched in automatic along with the results and what 

was saved. This will prevent searches from being duplicated in manual mode. The search log 

will also show items that did not pass filters. These items will be available via the TSRI 

Extended which is explained in the next section. During the automatic search, if a time-out or an 

error or a "not responding" occurs on any site, this is also reflected in the log.  All the documents 

being OCRed are marked in the logs. 

The log contains 4 links on any given document: 

 Show Details/Hide Details - shows/hides details about the number of results that ATS 

found on a specific or on all queries, the scores obtained by each result when using 

different filters, or the status of a search (i.e. Error or Time out). 

 Show Passed/Hide Passed - shows/hides the documents which passed the filters and were 

validated by ATS. 

 Show Extra Info/Hide Extra Info - shows additional steps made by the users working on 

that search. 

 Original Order - shows the original search criteria introduced by user. 

The Search Log of a search is available from Dashboard, clicking on the corresponding S link. 

Below is an example of the Search Log. 

                                                           
1
 Automatic search, go back automatic search, image search, all manual searches, skip search on a site, re-open 

search, save search (and the save options: Locked, Unlocked, Starter or rEview), delete document, undo delete 

document, manual upload document, edit document references, clear Search page, change Agent or Abstractor 

FileID, changing the product, the start or end date, Property address, Property owner and co-owner(s), Buyer and co-

buyer(s), or Agent from Search page, order auto assignment, saving a template, merging a search and merging 

templates, editing/saving Legal or Vesting information from TSR Index.   

Also, user visits to ATS pages are logged in the “Show extra info” link (going to Parent site or TSR Index). The 

timestamp is on a gray background and looks the same in all places and is displayed together with the User ID of the 

user who performed that specific operation. 
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Errors and Warnings 

When a search module fails while searching on a particular site (due to connection or parsing 

error): "Error appeared: Default Error. WARNING: Error appeared when searching with 

module <module name>" is displayed in logs. A corresponding status will be displayed in the 

TSRI for that site: Site error or Not responding. 

 

If a query returns more than the maximum allowed records, a warning is displayed: "WARNING: 

The site returned more than the ATS limit of 3000 results for a single query. 

TSRI Extended 

The users have the ability to pull and add documents that were previously invalidated in the 

Automatic process from the Search Log to the TSRI. 

 

TSRI Extended link contains all the modules from the Search Log with unsaved documents in 

TSRI. These documents can be viewed by clicking on the DS link column table. 

To save documents in the TSRI: 

First check the documents and then press the “Move Selected to TSRI”. The TSRI 

Extended page contains all searching module which have invalidated documents and each 

searching module contains the “Move Selected to TSRI” button. 
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A corresponding message will be displayed when “Move Selected to TSRI” button is pressed: 

            1. “Saved n documents !” where n represent the number of selected documents. 

 

            2. “No documents saved !” when no documents are selected. 

 
A refresh for the TSRI is made (the user should choose “Retry” button from the message 

displayed) after push on “OK”. 

After all desired documents are saved in TRS index the user should close the TSRIExtended 

page. 

TSRI Template New Functions (when applicable) 

As ATS continues to improve efficiency for the user, ATS communities will be changing the 

template process. At this time, only Tennessee is using the new improve template. 

This improved process makes the template work quicker by removing the need to have the 

template opened on another screen. Everything is done on the TSRI. This process will roll out to 

all ATS communities during the year. 

The steps below will guide through this new process when it is available in your ATS 

community. If your ATS community has not been moved to this process, please ignore this 

section and continue to the next section of this guide. 

You will notice several new items on the TSRI if you community is set to use the new method. 
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As you can see in the capture above, a section called AddCode is showing. In this field you will 

also see code SMGExcPlat. This code was added automatically by ATS. Prior to setting up the 

new template in the TSRI, boiler plate codes from your communities code book were mapped to 

document types to auto populate. Codes can be added, edited, and changed. 

Another thing to keep in mind is that the codes are mapped using the document Type Category 

and Sub-Category. Changing the Category and Sub-Category may result in the code being 

removed or changed depending on the mapping. 

To add a code, click the AddCode link. Clicking the AddCode link will open a pop up window: 

 

In the field behind Code: you can type in your code or click in the box to activate the dropdown 

list of codes: 

 

Select the needed code and click Submit. If you change your mind, click Close to cancel and 

continue. 
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In the example below, I added the Code SMGExcPartyWall. When you add a code, the Editing 

Statement box will appear. From here, you can add any needed text, paste a link, etc. Once 

completed, click Submit. 

 

Once you have clicked Submit, the code becomes bolded if you made any edits: 

 

This is done to allow the examiner to spot coeds that have been modified. 

To delete or edit a code, click on the code.  Once clicked on there will be E and D showing: 
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To Delete, click on the red D. This will remove the code. 

To Edit, the code, click on the blue E. Once the blue E is clicked, you will see the E change to 

opening. Once the process is complete the E will show Opened and the Editing Statement box 

will appear: 

 

If you need to link anything while editing, click the Copy Link from the data source dropdown.  

Highlight the text you wish to link and choose Paste PDF Link. A pop up will appear asking to 

link, choose OK. 

In the example below, I added text as well as added a link. 
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When editing is complete, Click the Submit button. 

Continue to work through the TSRI making any need changes. 

All other aspects of the TSRI remain the same. Adding References, Notes, Book/Page, 

Instrument number, all remain as they were in the past. 

If you wish to preview your completed template, click on the template located in the lower right 

side of the TSRI. This will open the template. Expand the fields and you can preview your work.  

Below is a capture of the Exceptions section of the template. 

 

IMPORTANT:  No work or modifications should be done on the opened template. This is for 

preview only. At a later date, once all ATS communities have been moved to the new TSRI 

template, this will open in read only. Until then, it is critical this be used only to preview. Make 

no changes or adjustment from here. Also, do not use any of the Menu buttons located at the top.  

 

Click the Close button located in the upper right hand side to close this window. 

If everything is as needed you now are ready to create the TSR. If changes need to be made, 

make the needed changes on the TSRI and they will be automatically added to the template.  
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Templates and Creating the TSR 

It is important to have completed all work on the TSRI before working in and saving the 

template. Once the template has been saved, any additional work on the TSRI will not be pulled 

into the template and the template will have to be reset, which will cause you to lose work that 

was previously done. 

Choose the template needed from the lower right hand side of the TSRI. In this example we are 

using the OG to Generic Template as seen below: 

 

To open the template, click the OG to Generic Template link. A message “Loading” will appear. 

The template will open in a new window. 

Below are the menu options at the top of the template: 

 

Preview: This will open a preview of the TSR in a new window. The ability to print is also 

available from preview. Preview will show any links that were either created manually or 

automatically. To close out, click the X located in the right hand corner of the window. 

 

Apply: Pressing Apply will save but leave you in the template to continue working. 

Submit: Pressing Submit will save but will close out the template once the save is complete. 
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Cancel Changes Since Last Save: Pressing this will cancel any changes that were made since the 

last save was done. 

Reset template: Pressing this will reset the template back to its original state. Please be aware 

that you will lose any work that has been done in the template. 

Expand: Expand all sections of the template for easier editing. 

Collapse: Collapse all sections of the template. 

Most of the sections of the template will auto-populate from the TSRI. However, all fields accept 

free form typing. 

There are two factors that come into play in regards to templates in ATS. 

1. Agent 

2. Product Type 

The Category and Sub-Category types for the documents that are selected on the TSRI determine 

what is automatically pulled into the template. The mapping for document types, boilerplate 

codes and whether the instrument/book-page should be linked are all done when the ATS 

community is set up. Changes can be made at any time.  

In each of the sections of the template, you will find the dropdown and buttons for the image 

shown below:  

 

 Contains the boilerplate codes that are set up in ATS. The searcher can select from 

the dropdown choice to insert specific boilerplate language into the template. This can also be 

done by typing in the code, for example, CO5A1. Once you have keyed in the code, place the 

cursor in the center of the code and double click. This will highlight the code:  

Once the code is highlighted as show, press the F3 key to insert the text associated with 

this code.  

The Undo button located to the right will undo any code that was added manually if needed.  

The Paste Text button allows the user to select text from another source, for example a Word 

document or other source. Select the text you wish to paste into the template. Once you are in the 

section of the template where you desire to paste the text, place your cursor in that area and click 

Paste Text.   
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The Paste Link button allows the user to add a link to the template. Please see the Linking in 

ATS section that is included below. Note: Do not use the Add Instrument button located in the 

menu bar. 

Linking in ATS 
There are two key things to keep in mind regarding linking document in ATS: 

1. There must be an image available. 

2. The item must be checked on the TSRI. 

 

 

  This shows there is an image available; however the item is not checked on the TSRI. 

  Once the item is checked on the TSRI the symbol will turn from grey to black.  

It is also important that you have completed your work on the TSRI before opening the 

template.  Depending on your ATS community many of the items may be set to link 

automatically when opening the template. Once the template has been opened and saved, 

anything added to the template after this will not automatically be pulled into the template.  

To link manually follow the steps shown below. 

Open the required template.  You will want to have your template open on one monitor and 

the TSRI on another. This will make the process much easier as you begin linking.  

From the TSRI hover over the item in the DS column until the dropdown menu appears. 

From here choose Copy Link: 

 

In this example we are copying the link for the MORTGAGE/Foreclosing Mortgage. 
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Once the Copy Link is selected a pop up box will appear with the status of the copy. Once 

this has finished, at the top right of the TSRI you will find the last copy link document that 

was complete as shown below:  

 

This shows the last Copy Link that was done. Placing the cursor over the link will also show 

the information for the document. 

From the template find the item that you wish to link. Below is the screenshot from the 

template being used and the Mortgage information that we want to link: 

 

Here is where we want to link the image of the Mortgage. In this example we will use the 

Book and Page to create the link. Select the text on which you wish to create the link. 

 

After selecting the text, from the menu shown, select Paste PDF Link to create a linked .pdf 

or Paste Link to keep the image in its original format. 
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Once you press the Paste PDF Link button you will get a pop up as shown below: 

 

Click OK. 

 

You now have linked the image for this Mortgage.  Repeat these steps for any others that you 

wish to link. Once you are done linking you can choose the Preview button from the 

template. A new window will open and you will see your link(s) as shown below.  

 

To close the Preview, click the X as seen below: 

 

If you wish to remove the link that you created, select the linked section by highlighting and 

then press the Remove Link button. This will remove the link. 
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Be sure to save your template when you are done. 

If the link comes at the end of a paragraph it is very important that the punctuation at the end 

is not part of the link. This will cause issues during the import into AIM. 

If you are working on an O and E report, these are set to pull only certain items in linked, if 

any. If you wish to create links in the O and E you will need to have the O and E report open, 

the template open, and you must follow the same steps to create the links in the template. 

You will need to type the verbiage in the requirements or exceptions area of the template and 

then copy and paste from the template into the O and E report. 

Once the user has completed all work in the template, Press the Submit button. This will save 

and close the template. The user will be returned to the TSRI page. 

Completing a File 

At this point you are now ready to create the TSR and complete the file. This is done by using 

the Done button located at the top and bottom of the TSRI page. 

Click the Done button and choose Create TSR w/oi:  

If the user did not complete the Review Checklist located in the middle section of the TSRI page, 

you will be prompted to go back and do so, or you can choose OK to continue the TSR creation. 

 

Clicking OK will bring up the following window: 
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Click Ok to continue. One more window will appear: 

 

Click Ok to continue. 

The window will close and you will be returned to the ATS dashboard. Once the TSR is created 

the user will receive an email: 

 

 

If there were any warnings or issues during the creation of the TSR they will be included in the 

email. It is the responsibility of the searcher to go back to the file and correct any issues or 

contact ATS Support for assistance if they are unable to resolve the errors. 

Updates 
 

Any existing search, or parent search, which has been completed, can be updated. The Update 

search will be identified as TSU instead of TSR. 

The Parent Search and the Update request must have the same FileID and be in the same 

community, state and county. A search can be update multiple times and the TSU report will 
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show the Update number (e.g.: TSU-FileID_DateMMDDYYY_id_N where N is the Update 

Number). 

If there are multiple hits, multiple FileIDs matching the update order FileID, the following rules 

apply: 

      a. The agent is checked and if there is a unique FileID, that file will be updated; 

      b. If there are multiple agents matching, the most current search will be updated; 

      c. if ATS picked the wrong Parent Search to Update, the searcher may correct it manually. 

The search criteria used in an Automatic Search of an Update are: 

          - All the search property criteria from the Parent Search (Original Search or the last 

UPDATE search), between the Certification Date of the Parent Search (Effective End Date for 

the Parent Search) and current date;  this criteria include: Subdivided Legal Description, 

Sectional Legal Description, APN, Address, Instrument No. list, Book/Page list; 

          - All parameters "saved" by the searcher in the original search, legals, names and/or 

addresses, between the Certification Date of the Parent search (Effective End Date for the Parent 

Search) and the current date; 

          - New names (new owners and buyers) provided in the UPDATE Order going back 20 

years from current date (for all RO-like sites); 

          - Any additional search criteria provided in the UPDATE Order, between the last 

Certification Date(Effective End Date for the Original Search) and current date. 

Additional information about UPDATEs: 

          • In the TSRI, Effective Start Date contains the Certification Date of the Original Search or 

of the previous Update. The Effective End Date contains the Certification Date from the data 

source if it exists; otherwise it contains the default Certification Date from ATS Settings. 

          • In Dashboard, the UPDATE orders that contain new items are colored in light yellow. 

          • For an Update to be allowed, the TSR must have been created for the previous search. 

          • An Update for a search older than 24 months will be considered a new search (the same 

transaction type as the Original search) and it is charged accordingly. An UPDATE order will be 

treated in the following way: search between last certification date and the present then new 

documents found will be merged with the documents from the original search.  The templates 

will also be merged and the transaction type will be changed from UPDATE to the Old Search 

transaction type. 
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Re-Opening Completed files in ATS 

Once a TSR has been done in ATS, the file will show in the following way on the ATS 

Dashboard: 

1. The date and time the TSR was created will be shown in the TS Done column on the 

dashboard.  

2. The Status column will have R as one of the Statuses.  

If the file must be re-opened, place your cursor over the TRS File ID and choose Reopen. 

A message will appear: 

 

Click OK to continue. The file will reopen once Ok has been clicked.  

It is critical that once you have finished in the reopened file that you create the TSR again. If this 

step is not followed, changes to the file will not send from Orders Gateway. It is the 

responsibility of the searcher who reopened the completed file in ATS to create the TSR once 

again. ATS tracks the last person to be in the file.  

To create the TSR, choose Create TSR wo/i. 

If this step is not complete, and changes fail to send, the manager of the searcher will be 

contacted as well as the searcher to complete the file.  
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ATS Support Requests 
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In order to assist you in the most efficient manner please use the information below when 

submitting email requests for assistance with ATS.  From ATS you can use the   icon. 

This can be found on most page views in ATS, including the Dashboard, Search Page, TRSi etc.  

Using this icon will attach a screenshot of the current page. In the example below, the  icon 

was clicked from the search page.  

 

In the message body please provide as much detail as possible to assist support in resolving the 

issue. Please be sure that if it is not included, to include the file number. In the example above, 

since the user is in a file, the file number is part of the subject line. Once all information has been 

entered, press the Submit button. This will send the email.  

If you wish to submit using your email, please address to customercare@propertyinfo.com  

Be sure to include the file number and all other information as it pertains to the issue that you are 

experiencing.  

Trouble shooting before calling support:  

Not able to log into ATS: 

 Verify the message on the screen. 

o If the message is “Account Blocked.” 

 Switch ATS servers or wait 10 minutes and try the login again. 
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o If the message is “Account Locked.” 

 Submit a ticket with the ATS Username to ATS Support. 

When starting ATS it goes to the same server every time: 

 Verify that the Home Page in Firefox / Tools/ Options / General is set to 

https://ats.advantagetitlesearch.com/ 

o NOTE: Home Page website for ATS should not contain a designated 

server.  

 

Cannot find an order in ATS: 

 Search for the order by address. 

 Search for the order by owner’s name. 

 Resend order from OG. 

If the order still will not appear in ATS, submit a ticket to OG Support with all steps taken in 

ATS and OG.  OG will involve ATS Support if needed. 

Cannot find an update in ATS: 

 Verify that the original order has a valid TSR.   

 Recreate TSR if one is missing. 

 Resend update request from OG to ATS. 

If the update will still not go from OG to ATS after the above steps have been taken, submit a 

ticket via email with file number and all steps taken when attempting to resend to OG support.  

They in turn will involve ATS support if needed. 

Order completed in ATS but will not complete in OG: 

 Verify all ATS information appears in OG. 

 If there is no ATS information in OG. 

 Verify the TSRI was completed in ATS with no errors via the orders Search Log 

in ATS. 

If there is no ATS information in OG and the order shows a successful TSR in ATS with no 

errors in the Search log, submit a ticket to ATS Support and include all steps taken prior to 

submitting the ticket. 

If a completed O&E in ATS will not complete in OG: 

 Open the OG to XXX template in ATS and save without making any changes to 

the template.  Create the TSR once again and verify the order completes in OG. 

If the O&E is still not completed in OG, submit a ticket to ATS Support with all steps already 

taken. 

 

https://ats.advantagetitlesearch.com/

